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Project Scope
Our project was the automation
of an undercutter machine. The
machine is used to cut slots into
worn down commutators so they
can be put back into service.
Before
our
design
was
implemented,
the
HA-2
undercutter, the machine we
worked on, had the operator
manually align the blade to each
individual slot and manually pull
the saw down to complete the
cut.

After implementation of our design

Before implementation of our design

Overall Design of System
The PLC/HMI is given information about the saw position.
This information comes from sensors and signals placed on
the machine. The saw up signal comes from a prox sensor
that we added onto the saw. The slot midpoint detection
comes from the camera. The index distance is determined
by having the user make two manual cuts. The PLC then
determines the distance the stepper motor must be turned
and records the value. The stepper motor then turns that
distance the next time and if the camera confirms the slot,
the cut is made.
Program Flowchart
HMI screen prompts user
to do two manual cuts to
get indexing value.

If they all check out
then cut!

Indexing value stored
inside PLC. Number of
cuts calculated based
off value.

Checks if the stored
camera midpoint matches
the current measured
value.

Slot center-point
position determined by
the camera and stored in
the PLC.

Motor travels indexing
distance.

HMI prompts user for
running conditions such
as speed of motor.

Automation starts
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Slot Detection
The Teledyne Dalsa camera came
with its own software to program
the camera. The software
provides a toolbox that we used
to detect the slot’s midpoint. We
made a detection box and the
software will automatically find
the center point for us and send
that value to the PLC through a
Ethernet connection. This value is
then used when the slot is being
detected.
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